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Abstract—Hand is a critical component in understanding
driver’s behaviours. Current vision-based hand detection algorithms perform poorly in naturalistic settings, due to various
challenges such as global illumination changes and constant hand
deformation and occlusion. To achieve a more accurate and
robust hand detection system, this paper presents a hierarchical
context-aware hand detection algorithm, which explicitly explores
context cues in the vehicle such as prevalent hand shapes and
locations, preferred driving habit and coupling effect between
multiple hands. The proposed context-aware hand detection
algorithm significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art on the
VIVA hand dataset.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper proposes a hierarchical context-aware hand detection algorithm for in-vehicle applications. Hand detection
is a critical module for human activity understanding, as
hands are common mediums for expressing and conveying
information [1]. Successful human activity understanding has
a great potential for many important in-vehicle applications.
For example, potential distraction activities can be recognized through analysis of the interactions between hands and
common objects (cellphones, coffee cups and beverages etc)
[2]. Accurate hand monitoring can also enable the study of
preparatory maneuvers, issuing alert for unsafe maneuvers [3].
There are mainly two approaches to detect hands in the vehicle: touch-based and vision-based. The touch-based methods
rely on the physical interaction between hands and critical
devices in the vehicle (steering wheel, shifting gear and hand
brake etc) for hand detection [4]. Though relatively more
reliable, these methods cannot capture hands moving in the
air. The vision-based methods rely on cameras to capture the
scene and computer vision algorithm to detect hands. They
are capable of recognizing hands every where in the camera
view, but suffers from degraded accuracy and robustness.
Hand detection in the naturalistic settings features many
challenges, such as volatile global illumination changes,
shadow artifacts, hand occlusion and deformation, non-hand
color similarity and changing viewpoints [5]. Such challenges
have caused the general-purpose hand detectors to perform
poorly. However, together with the extra challenges, this
specific scenario has also brought in abundant contextual information, which could be used to improve hand detections. For
example, the driver’s specific driving habit can give a strong
priori to filter out uncommon hand poses. Some people prefer

to drive with two hands placed on the steering wheel while
others with one hand. Therefore, this paper proposes one such
algorithm which explicitly explore the contextual information
in the vehicle and integrate them with conventional hand
detectors, resulting in a more accurate and robust contextaware hand detector. More specifically, this paper makes the
following contributions:
• Propose a hierarchical hand detection framework, which
consists of context prior estimation, the context-aware
model and post-processing steps to aggregate confidences
from multiple channels.
• Propose the design and implementation of a contextaware hand detection algorithm, which leverages context
cues such as prevalent hand shapes and locations, preferred driving habits and coupling effect between multiple
hands.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The study of human hand detection is an active field in
computer vision, human-machine interaction and advanced
driver assistance communities. The relevant literature within
the scope of this work is summarized below.
General-purpose hand detector: existing general-purpose
hand detectors are mainly built based on skin-color similarity
[6], edge-based boosting techniques [7] and motions [8].
Hands are also detected as part of a human pictorial structure,
when multiple human parts are visible [9]. Mittal [10] fused
confidences from various channels, including hand shape,
forearm shape and skin-similarity and achieved state-of-theart performance on several benchmarks.
Hand detector for vehicle: the naturalistic driving condition features more challenges and demands tailed algorithms.
A region-based hand detection algorithm was proposed for
in-vehicle hand activity recognition [11]. A comprehensive
comparison of color and depth features for hand gesture
recognition in the vehicle was presented by [12]. In-vehicle
hand tracking and motion trajectory analysis was proposed
by [13]. Some public datasets have also been released for
studying hand detection (VIVA [5]) and 3D hand gesture
analysis (CVRR-Hands [14]).
Context detector: context has been used for general object
detection task, to calculate saliency [15] and gist of the scene
[16]. [17] presents an empirical evaluation of the role of

size, with 9 orientations and no overlapping cells. The color
and texture features were concatenated together and then fed
into a SVM model to estimation probability P (v|G(I)).
After the optimal viewpoint v ⇤ is determined, the corresponding context detectors will be recalled. Notice that in
an actual in-vehicle application the viewpoint information is
usually given, thus eliminating the need of viewpoint estimation. But here for generalization purposes this module was still
included.
B. General hand detector
Fig. 1. System architecture for the hierarchical context-aware hand detector

context in the general object detection task. However, the
aforementioned context information is mainly based on color,
texture and spatial support of the image, ignoring context cues
for the specific application scenario.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
This section presents the hierarchical context-aware hand
detection algorithm. The system architecture will be firstly
introduced, and then the detailed description for each module.
The system architecture is shown in Figure 1. For a given
input image, the viewpoint of the image was estimated and the
associated context models were recalled. A general-purpose
hand detector firstly proposed the initial hand proposals, which
were then processed by the context detectors, including shape
fitting to get rid of uncommon proposal shapes, spatial filtering
to enhance common hand locations and mutual voting to
enhance confidence for prevalent hand group configurations.
The confidences from the three context detectors as well as
the initial general-purpose detector were aggregated together
and then went through the hand location refinement process
to correct any placement error. Each module will be described
in the following with detail.
A. Viewpoint estimation
The viewpoint of the camera is a critical priori for context
models. After the viewpoint changes, the context model will
also change correspondingly. Therefore, given an input image
I and a set of pre-defined viewpoints V , the viewpoint
estimation modules determines the most-likely viewpoint v ⇤
following the equation:
v ⇤ = arg max P (v|G(I))

(1)

v2V

where G(I) denotes a set of global color and texture features
of the input I. The color features encode information of
brightness and prevalent color components, represented by
color histograms in grayscale and LUV color spaces. The color
histogram is calculated on a 8 ⇥ 8 grid on the entire image,
with 64 bins for each histogram. The texture features encode
information of the appearance of present objects and the
overall scene, represented by histogram of oriented gradient
(HOG) [18]. The HOG features were extracted on a 8 ⇥ 8 grid

The initial hand proposals were generated using a common
general-purpose hand detector. In this paper, the state-of-theart Aggregate Channel Features (ACF) object detector [19]
was adopted. The ACF detector utilizes 10 input channels,
including 1 normalized gradient magnitude channel, 6 gradient
orientation channels and 3 LUV color channels. Features are
generated by aggregating and smoothing the input channels,
and a decision-tree AdaBoost classifier is trained for classification. Object detection is performed using a sliding-window
approach. The output of the ACF detector is a set of axisaligned bounding boxes (denoted as bbACF ) along with a score
(SACF ) proportional to the detection confidence.
C. Context-aware hand detector
There are three context detectors, characterizing the shape
(section III-C1), spatial distribution (section III-C2) and joint
spatial distribution (section III-C3) of hands, which will be
described in detail in the following.
1) Shape fitting: The shape fitting module builds a model to
characterize common hand shapes. Four features were utilized
to characterize the proposal shape, named width (w), height
(h), aspect ratio (r = w/h) and area (a = w ⇥ h). The
model estimates the distribution of these four features from
ground-truth hand proposals, and then calculates a fitting score
for each proposal. The uncommon shapes will score lower,
such as false positives of large lap area if wearing lightcoloured trousers, which have a similar color as hand but has
an uncommonly large area. Also the same with thin and long
shapes, which is an uncommon shape for hand. An illustration
of the shape-fitting model is given in Figure 2a.
The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) was used to model
the distribution of each bb shape property. One GMM model
was built for each viewpoint, using corresponding data from
that viewpoint. A GMM model is fully characterized by
parameter ✓ := {✓1 , ✓2 , ..., ✓K } where ✓i := {!i , µi , ⌃i },
with !i as the priori probability, µi as mean and ⌃i as
covariance of one of the K Gaussian components. Under the
trained GMM
PK model ✓, the fitting score of an input x is
p(x|✓) = i=1 !i N (x|µi , ⌃i ), characterizing the likelihood
that x was generated by the GMM model.
Training of the GMM model was achieved using EM
algorithm. The two hyper-parameters to tune in a GMM model
are the mixture number K to control over-fitting, and the
covariance type ⌃ to control computational cost. Both hyperparameters were selected automatically by use of Bayesian

(a) Shape-fitting model

(b) Spatial filtering model

Fig. 2. (left) Rectangles are hand proposals, red indicating uncommon
shapes whose scores will be lowered. (right) The spatial distribution for hand
likelihood was displayed in JET color space (red for high probability and blue
for low). As revealed, there are three common locations (two on the steering
wheel, one on the lap area) where the driver prefers to place hands.

Information Criterion [20]. The average fitting score during
training with the optimal GMM model was recorded as the
normalization factor . The trained model was parametrized
as the following :
bbsx (x; d, K ⇤ , cov ⇤ , )

(2)

where x stands for input feature, d for input dimensionality,
K ⇤ for optimal mixture number, cov ⇤ for optimal covariance
type (spherical, diagonal, tied or full) and for normalization
factor. One GMM model was trained for each bb property
individually, and one jointly for all four of them.
In usage, the relevant bb shape information was extracted
and then fed into the trained GMM model. The normalized
fitting score (dividing by ) was used to assess the confidence
of the proposed bb, from the perspective of each shape
property. The average of the 5 normalized fitting scores will
be the output of this module, denoted as Sbbs .
2) Spatial filtering: The spatial filtering module builds a
spatial model for the likelihood of hand presence over the
entire image. Figure 2b shows a sample spatial distribution
as the output of this module. Using such a model, the
hand proposals from rare locations (which are usually false
positives) are easier to be filtered out. One spatial model was
trained for each viewpoint, since the spatial distribution for
different viewpoints differ significantly.
To build the spatial distribution model, each ground truth
hand casts vote to its surrounding regions, which is jointed
determinedby by hand location, hand size and a spread factor
w . The full spatial model generation process is shown in
Algorithm 1.
In usage, given a hand proposal in the testing image, its
location was normalized following line 8 of Algorithm 1. Then
the spatial model M s was queried at the normalized hand
location (xn , yn ), and the resultant score will be denoted as
Sspatial . The only hyper-parameter in this algorithm is the
window spread factor w . The smaller the value is, the broader
effect each ground truth hand will impose to the spatial model.
The optimal value of w was selected through a grid search
process ( w = 2, 4, 8, 16).
3) Mutual voting: The mutual voting module aims to build
a joint-spatial distribution model to increase the confidences of

Algorithm 1 Spatial Model Generation
1: Input: training images D, window shrink factor w ,
spatial model shape (w0 = 640, h0 = 480), .
2: Ms
zeros(h0 , w0 )
. init spatial model with zeros
3: for all img in D do
. for each training image
4:
wi , hi = getShape(img)
. get width and height
5:
hands
getHands(img) . get ground truth hands
6:
for all hand in hands do
. for each hand
7:
[x, y, w, h]
hand . extract bounding box info
8:
xn = x/wi · w0 , yn = y/hi · h0 . normalize x,y
9:
wn = w/wi · w0 , hn = h/hi · h0 . normalize w,h
10:
l = max(0, xn wn / w )
. left index
11:
r = min(w0 , xn + wn / w )
. right index
12:
t = max(0, yn hn / w )
. top index
13:
b = min(h0 , yn + hn / w )
. bottom index
14:
Ms [t : b, l : r] + = 1
. update spatial model
15:
end for
16: end for
M mean(M )
17: M s = s std(M ) s + 1
. normalize spatial model
s
18: return M s

Fig. 3. Illustrations of how joint spatial distribution works. The green
rectangles are the initial hand proposals and all the arrows indicate the
mutual voting procedure. Red arrows indicate a pair-wise relationship with
low probability, while blue arrows for high probability. In this example, the
two hands are placed at a distance observed commonly before (the diameter
of the steering wheel), thus both confidences will be enhanced.

those hands, who together form a more likely configuration.
For example, some drivers prefer to put both hands on the
steering wheel, resulting in a constant distance between two
hands. If two hands are detected to have a distance similar to
the diameter of the steering wheel, their confidences should
be increased. Figure 3 shows an illustration of the joint spatial
distribution.
In training stage, the pairwise relationship between groundtruth hand pairs was modelled. Given two ground truth hands
located at (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) from the same image whose
size is (wi , hi ) , firstly the two hands are swapped (only
if necessary) to make sure that after swapping, hand2 is to
the right of hand1, i.e. x2 > x1 . By doing this only one
direction will be modelled to prevent repeated calculation

Fig. 4. Scatter plot of the features extracted for the joint spatial distribution,
together with the fitted GMM model. The fitted GMM models are represented
using coloured ellipse, showing 5 components with highest weights (red text).
(left) shows the (dx,dy) scatter plot while (right) shows the (d, ) scatter plot.

from reciprocal symmetry. After the swapping, the pair-wise
relationship between the two hands was characterized using a
set of 4 values (dx, dy, d, ) where
dx := (x2 x1 )/wi
p
d := dx2 + dy 2

dy := (y2

y1 )/hi

:= arctan(dy/dx)

(3)

describing distance, angle, normalized x-displacement and
normalized y-displacement. For each image from the training
dataset, the pair-wise features among all hand pairs (if more
than 1 hand present) were extracted. For the image consisting
of n hands, n(n 1)/2 pair-wise features will be generated.
Such features from all the training images were firstly extracted and then modelled using a GMM model. The optimal
hyper-parameters for GMM were selected automatically using
BIC. The average GMM fitting scores
was recorded for
normalization purposes later. A sample result of the fitted
GMM model was shown in Figure 4, together with scatter plot
of the extracted relationship features. As revealed, the fitted
GMM model captures the common layout of hands, where two
hands are mostly placed in a horizontal line with a distance
similar to the steering wheel diameter.
In usage, the reciprocal relationship between each pair of
hands was captured in the same way as training, and then fitted
using the trained GMM model. For each proposed hand x, the
fitting scores from all the other hands y were summarized
following (4)
X
X
p(x) =
p(x, y) =
p(x|y)p(y)
y2Y,y6=x

y2Y,y6=x

=

1
|Y |

X

(4)

p(x|y)

y2Y,y6=x

where Y indicates all the hand proposals in the current
frame. An equal prior was assumed for all hand proposals
and the GMM fitting score was used to approximate p(x|y).
The likelihood score p(x) was then normalized using and
the resultant score was denoted as Sjoint .

4) Confidence aggregation: The confidence aggregation
module fuses the confidences from the various channels optimally. For each proposed bounding box bb, there is the
original ACF score SACF , the bb shape fitting score Sbbs , the
spatial filtering score Sspatial and the joint spatial distribution
score Sjoint . The aim is to calculate the optimal weight to
combine these four scores, i.e S = ↵1 SACF + ↵2 Sbbs +
↵3 Sspatial + ↵4 Sjoint . The random search technique [21]
was adopted. The four weights were randomly initialized
following a uniform distribution, i.e. ↵i ⇠ U(0, 0.5). For each
iteration, the step size also follows a uniform distribution, i.e.
↵i ⇠ U ( 0.1, 0.1). The weight will be updated whenever
an improvement of performance was observed after the step
jump. The random search process stops either after reaching
the maximum allowed iterations or has reached a performance
plateau. Due to its local optimization nature, the random
initialization was repeated ten times and the weight achieving
the best performance was chosen as the final optimal weight.
D. Hand location refinement
The hand location refinement module corrects placement
errors of hand proposals using bounding box regression technique. Intuitively speaking, the regression model adjusts hand
proposal locations after observing certain cues. For example,
if a portion of hand is observed in the lower right corner of
the bounding box, it should be shifted towards the lower right
direction aiming to better fit the entire hand. Given a hand
ground-truth Gi , an associated hand proposal Pi and its local
features (Pi ), a ridge regression model ! ⇤ was trained to
shift proposals following ! T (Pi ), so that the error between
projection and the ground truth was minimized,
X
w⇤ = arg min
||Gi ! T (Pi )||2 + ||w||2
(5)
w

i

The local features (Pi ) include color and texture features,
extracted in the same manner as section III-A, but now only
on the local patch Pi . The regularization parameter and the
association threshold (a required minimum Intersection-OverUnion overlap between Pi and Gi ) were optimized through
grid search on validation set ( = 1, 10, 100, 100 and IoU =
0.1, 0.3, 0.5).
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experiment setting
The VIVA hand dataset [5] was used to evaluate the proposed hand detection algorithm. The dataset consists of color
images captured under naturalistic driving conditions, from 4
different vehicle types, 8 drivers and 7 different viewpoints.
The annotation of hands is given in a form of axis-aligned
bounding boxes, specified by top-left point, width and height
bb = [x, y, w, h]. Since only the annotations of the training
split were released publicly, the experiment was conducted
based on cross-validation evaluation on the training split.
The VIVA hand challenge established two difficulty levels
in evaluation, with L1-level only evaluating backview images, and L2-level evaluating images from all 7 views (more

difficult). Due to the multi-view detection capability of the
proposed algorithm, the L2-level was selected as the sole
focus of the experiment. As suggested by the challenge, the
average recall (AR) and area under the PR curve (AP) were
used as the metric to evaluate detection performance. AR
was calculated from the ROC curve over 9 evenly sampled
points in log space between 10 2 and 100 false positives
per image. A hand proposal is considered correct when it
satisfies the PASCAL criterion, i.e. the proportion of the
overlap between the proposed bb and the ground truth bb is
greater than 0.5 [22]. The organizers reported the performance
of the benchmark algorithm (ACF) on the testing split, L1-AP:
70.09%, L1-AR: 53.84% L2-AP: 60.06%, L2-AR: 40.42%.
Notice that these numbers are not directly comparable to the
performance of the proposed algorithm, since their evaluation
was based on the testing split (whose annotations were not
released). For comparison purposes, the benchmark algorithm
was re-trained under the same cross-validation setup as the
proposed algorithm, with recommended parameters suggested
by the paper [5]. The proposed hand detection algorithm can
reach 15 FPS on a PC with Intel Core i7-4790K CPU @
4.00GHz x 8.
B. Experiment results
There are two experiments conducted, the viewpoint estimation task (described in section IV-B1 and the context-aware
hand detection task (described in section IV-B2).
1) Viewpoint estimation: For the viewpoint estimation task,
training images from all the viewpoints were used. Notice that
the amount of images per viewpoint is quite unbalanced. There
are 283 images from unmounted view (view0), 0 images from
front left (view1), 48 images from front right (view2), 3380
images from back (view3), 118 images from side (view4),
1478 images from top down(view5) and 193 images from
first-person view (view6). Therefore, the discriminative model
balances the sample weight of different viewpoints. The color
and texture features were extracted, concatenated together and
then fed into a SVM model (with RBF kernel) for training.
In testing the model output the probability of viewpoints of
the input image (e.g. Backview - 0.62, Frontview - 0.13,
Sideview - 0.02 etc) and the viewpoint with the maximum
probability was selected as the decision. The stratified 10fold cross validation (with shuffling) was used to preserve
the class ratio in each split. The entire dataset was split into
training (90%) and testing (10%) set for each fold. The metric
used to evaluate the algorithm is the weighted accuracy, where
the weight for each class is inversely proportional to class
frequencies. The proposed viewpoint estimation algorithm can
achieve a weighted accuracy of 99.56%, which is nearly
perfect. Discussion about this performance will be given later.
2) Context hand detector: The context hand detector was
viewpoint dependent, thus one set of context hand detectors
was trained for each viewpoint. The following procedure
will be described based on one viewpoint, and the same
process will be repeated on all the other viewpoints. All the
images from one viewpoint will be split using a 10-fold cross

TABLE I
P ERFORMANCES OF H AND D ETECTION A LGORITHMS IN AVERAGE
R ECALL (AR) AND A REA UNDER THE PR CURVE (AP) FOR EACH
VIEWPOINT. AVERAGE AND S TANDARD D EVIATION OVER THE T EN F OLDS
ARE SHOWN .
Metric
Method
View 0
View 2
View 3
View 4
View 5
View 6

ACF
40.9 ± 15.2
30.6 ± 25.1
75.8 ± 5.9
67.3 ± 18.0
24.1 ± 5.1
56.8 ± 26.3

AR

Ours
62.9 ± 17.0
48.7 ± 25.0
93.9 ± 1.4
72.5 ± 15.7
90.7 ± 4.1
60.8 ± 17.1

ACF
74.3 ± 5.8
31.3 ± 16.4
90.9 ± 1.3
77.4 ± 8.2
84.1 ± 2.0
72.2 ± 11.4

AP

Ours
82.1 ± 5.1
45.1 ± 16.9
95.5 ± 0.5
77.8 ± 7.8
96.6 ± 0.7
73.3 ± 9.7

validation to get the training split (90%) and the testing split
(10%). Then within the training split, 20% of randomly chosen
images were held out as the validation set to tune hyperparameters.
The benchmark algorithm trains an ACF classifier with
images from all the viewpoints. To make a fairer comparison,
an ACF classifier was re-trained for each viewpoint. Then the
context models, as well the as the bb regression model were
trained based on the output of the ACF classifier. Finally,
after all the context detectors are trained, the random search
procedure will be recalled to calculate the optimal weight to
combine the ACF and three context scores. All the hyperparameters were optimized based on the best AR score on
the validation split. After the training was finished, the entire
algorithm was evaluated on the testing split and the resultant
AR and AP performances were calculated. The average performance as well as standard deviation of AR and AP on the
10 testing splits for each viewpoint is presented in Table I.
V. D ISCUSSION
The viewpoint estimation algorithm achieves a nearlyperfect accuracy, mainly because training and testing split
include images from the same road test, resulting similar
scene properties. A cross-drive validation would evaluate the
generalization capability better, but there is not enough data
in the VIVA dataset for such experiment (only few drives for
each viewpoint).
For the context detectors, there is a clear performance
improvement using the proposed algorithm compared to the
benchmark ACF algorithm, for all viewpoints. The improvement margin ranges from 5% to 65% in AR, for different
viewpoints. It is interesting to notice the relationship between
average performance and number of training examples for each
viewpoint. The correlation coefficient between average AR
and the number of the training examples for each viewpoints
was calculated, and a strong positive correlation relationship
(⇢ = 0.84) was observed. Therefore, having a larger dataset
would improve the performance of the proposed algorithm,
showing its scalability.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a hierarchical context-aware hand detection algorithm for the naturalistic driving setting. The

algorithm consists of context prior estimation (viewpoint
detection), the context-aware hand detectors, and a postprocessing step to fine-tune hand locations (bounding box
regression). Explored context cues include prevalent hand
shapes and locations, driver habit and joint spatial distribution
between hands. The confidences from various context channels
were aggregated together to address the limitations of current
general-purpose hand detectors. By evaluating on the public
VIVA hand dataset, the proposed context-aware hand detection
algorithm was found to significantly outperform the state-ofthe-art hand detector.
Future work includes bringing additional context resources,
such as CAN bus data which can introduce strong dynamic
priori for hand presences near the triggered device. Also hand
gesture recognition and human machine interaction through
hand gestures are worthy of further investigation. Note that
the context model proposed in this paper can be easily adopted
by other domains which admit similar contextual information,
such as air-plane controlling in the cockpit [23], medical
image navigation in the Operating Room through gestures [24]
and gesture interactions in robot-assisted tele-surgery [25], all
featuring a relatively constrained and structured environment,
with many task-specific context cues to leverage.
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